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Hello and Happy New Year to you all!

We are writing you all regarding the Council meeting agenda 12.8 which was originally

scheduled for January 23rd, 2023 and now moved to this meeting of January 9th 2023.

Regarding the Covid Madidates and Vaccine Policy by the town being brought up in tonight's
meeting and discussing to "Suspend" the Town and Council policy. 

We are writing because we are alarmed with the fact that the policy wasn't EVOCKED before
the end of 2022 but now is being considered to be SUSPENDED. The word SUSPENDED is NOT
what should be worded and replaced with RECIND or REVOKED or just plain eliminated.

The fact that you are all considering to SUSPEND this is alarming to say the least.  It is alarming
because the present Mayor, Mayor Post, whom we have a lot of hope for with her own words
saying EQUALITY for ALL and DIVERSERTY and INCLUSIVENSESSS for ALL needs to address this
policy straight up. It is clearly discrimination when there is any kind of policy anywhere in our
Town that excludes people for their own decision's and  choices over their own bodily
autonomy. 
I respect her cause on this issue greatly btw. But I was surprised when she originally voted in
favor of this issue when she was a councilor.  Only Councilor Debbie Sherwood voted against
this discrimination to those who chose against the narrative.    

The narrative THEN was that getting and taking the vaccine would STOP the spread and STOP
those from getting or spreading Covid. This has proven to be a FALSE narrative because we,
you all and everyone now know that is NOT  true.   

To keep Orangeville in a SUSPENDED stage of this is WRONG. This includes as well with the
discrimination of hiring practices that were also put into effect that anyone who want to apply
for work, volunteer or be on contract MUST be vaccinated with the Covid 19 vaccine. 

It should and also should have been always a personal NON- DISCRIMINATION choice. 

So we are asking you ALL on Council to do the right thing this time and end this once and for
all, in all the right way, to RECIND ALL THE COVID RESTRICTIONS THAT CURRENTLY EXISIT
WITH OUR TOWN. To RECIND, REVOKE & END this, including being able to work  (be paid) or
volunteer in our Town of Orangeville.



Live up to your campaign words and listen to ALL not a few and to be INCLUSIVE AND NEVER
DISCRIMINATE against anyone for their personal choices. 

Thank you for your consideration and time

Brenda & Lino Chioma
Wardlaw Ave.
Orangeville


